
Physical Inventory for K-12
Asset Management

Gain confidence in the district’s inventory data and
establish a baseline inventory of your assets and
materials

Integrate the most updated information into your
inventory control platform

Save your team the time and hassle of coordinating and
executing an exhaustive audit

Hayes’ inventory services can set your district up for a quick
and easy physical audit of all assets and instructional
materials in a fraction of the time it would normally take
your team.  With Hayes’ physical inventory services, you can:
 

 

 

K-12 Instructional Materials

Physical Inventory Services for K-12
Gain Confidence in Your Data with Physical Inventory Services

TIPWeb-IT is an asset management

system that empowers you to work

smarter by efficiently managing

district and campus inventory in a

single solution. Tracking and

managing inventory data in TIPWeb-

IT makes it easy to report what you

own, where it’s located, and how it’s

being used.

With new adoptions happening every year, it is
hard to find time to keep track of all your inventory.
Let our team conduct a physical inventory of all
material for you and ensure everything is
accounted for, so that you can spend your time
empowering students and educators in the
classroom.

Empower Your District

With TIPWeb-IM, districts can

track and manage print and digital

instructional materials in a cloud-

based system built specifically for

the needs of K-12 school districts.

Reduce textbook losses, simplify

audits, and increase the

accountability and transparency of

your inventory with TIPWeb-IM.

“I can tell you exactly
how many assets my
district has and their
total value.”
Nick DePauw, Director of Information Technology
Patterson USD (CA)



Hayes Software Systems specializes in inventory control solutions to automate K-12 asset and

instructional material accountability. By incorporating respected methodologies with the unique

needs of education professionals for over 29 years, Hayes helps over 7,000 schools across 39

states implement inventory control solutions. TIPWeb solutions support the workflow and

planning required to track instructional resources to students and teachers.

Our team will perform a physical audit of all assets
in your district, updating data in your TIPWeb
system. As a result, you’ll reduce losses, hold
students and staff accountable, and save both
time and money. The team will go wall-to-wall and
floor-to-ceiling to locate and identify all assets or
instructional materials. Quality control
checkpoints in the process ensure thorough and
accurate deliverables. Upon completion, we
provide you with live data in your inventory
software platform.
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SAVE TIME, GAIN CONFIDENCE

WITH PHYSICAL INVENTORY SERVICES,
YOUR DISTRICT CAN

K-12's #1 EdTech Platform

Establish a complete inventory baseline of all found district

materials/textbooks

 

Update information regarding all materials in TIPWeb-IM or TIPWeb-IT

 

Ensure that all district materials are tagged and scanned

"Processes that used to take several

minutes now take less than 30 seconds.

Multiply those time savings over the

thousands of materials staff are

responsible for managing, and the

result is more time available to spend

focused on student academic success."

Matt Tyner, Manager of Textbook Services
Dallas ISD (TX)


